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Abstract The Ethernet PON (EPON) is viewed by many as
an attractive solution to deliver very high-speed broadband
access and is widely deployed in some geographical areas.
While downstream traffic is broadcast to all customers, the
access of upstream traffic to the fiber has to be arbitrated
in order to avoid collisions. This arbitration mechanism and
more generally, bandwidth distribution and QoS Provision-
ing, have been left to the implementer. One solution is to
enforce static Time Division Multiplexing Access (TDMA)
between end-users. This however precludes an efficient us-
age of resources. Interleaved Polling with Adaptive Cycle
Time (IPACT) is one of the earliest proposed schemes for
Dynamic Bandwidth Assignment (DBA) in EPON and has
been extensively used as a benchmark by many subsequent
allocation schemes. In this paper, we first propose an analyt-
ical model which yields approximate values for mean queue
length and mean packet delay in an EPON using IPACT with
Gated Service (GS) scheme under the assumption of het-
erogeneous Poisson arrivals. We use the model to demon-
strate that all users experiment performance degradation in
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case of local overload, thus showing the necessity of correct-
ing somehow IPACT-GS in order to avoid this phenomenon.
This is achieved by designing a control plane for EPON,
which includes a priority based DBA together with a frame-
work for enforcing Service Level Agreements (SLAs), and
fairly sharing available resources. The proposed framework
is easily configured (all the control being centralized at the
OLT or in the backbone) while allowing the support of large
varieties of services. It is shown to behave more efficiently
than other QoS sensitive DBAs in the literature.

Keywords Optical access · Ethernet PON (EPON) ·
Dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) · Quality of service
(QoS) · Traffic conformance · Mean value analysis (MVA) ·
Interleaved polling with adaptive cycle time (IPACT)

1 Introduction

Broadband Passive Optical Network (PON) is one of the
most deployed technologies for delivering fiber based
(FTTX) access networks [9]. The Ethernet PON (EPON),
standardized by the IEEE Ethernet First Mile Alliance [8],
is viewed by many operators as an attractive solution to de-
liver very high-speed broadband access.

An EPON architecture consists in an Optical Line Termi-
nation (OLT), located at the central office, and multiple re-
mote Optical Network Units (ONUs) that deliver broadband
voice, data, and video services to subscribers. Downstream
(i.e., from the network to the customers) and Upstream (i.e.,
from the customers to the network) traffics use two differ-
ent wavelengths on a single fiber. Due to the topology of
PON, the transmission modes for downstream and upstream
traffics are different. While downstream traffic is broadcast
to all customers, the access of upstream traffic to the fiber
has to be arbitrated in order to avoid collisions. One simple
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mechanism is Time Division Multiplexing Access (TDMA)
in which every ONU gets a fixed time slot [11] to trans-
mit upstream traffic. While TDMA is very simple and well
suited for supporting balanced and permanent traffic offers,
its drawback is an obvious lack of support for highly bursty
sources, or unbalanced demands. In fact, in this type of sit-
uation, time slots allocated to idle ONUs would be unused
while active ONUs would be congested due to insufficient
transmission opportunities. Another drawback of TDMA is
the lack of support for dynamic topology changes (e.g. a
node failure, a new node enters the network, etc.).

Many mechanisms that allow a dynamic allocation of
transmission opportunities have been proposed in the liter-
ature [15]. This is achieved by designing both a Dynamic
Bandwidth Assignment (DBA) that shares bandwidth op-
portunities between customers, and a intra-ONU schedul-
ing policy, which is used by customers to take advantage
of the allocated bandwidth opportunities. The DBA and the
settings of the intra-ONU scheduling policy are part of the
control plane of the PON, and thus characterize which types
of services can be supported by the operator. Several DBAs
have been proposed for EPONs, which differ in the way
grants are computed. They also differ in the performance
delivered to traffic streams sent by ONUs.

Due to the high complexity of network behavior intro-
duced by the DBA, EPON systems are usually analytically
intractable. We propose here an analytical approach applica-
ble to one of the most popular DBAs (IPACT, with Gated
Service). We use this model to assess the QoS delivered
to the users in terms of mean transmission delay. We then
demonstrate that all users experiment performance degrada-
tion in case of local overload, which indicates that IPACT is
only suitable to deliver a Best Effort service.

However, the offer for broadband access is not identi-
cal over all network operators: some operators offer only a
best effort access; others operators already support stream-
ing services such as Video on Demand, and interactive ser-
vices such as VoIP. In the near future, it is fairly likely that
some operators would like to support Committed Bandwidth
services (especially for SME or SOHO customers) similar
to the well known Frame Relay services that specified a
Committed Information Rate (CIR) and an Excess Informa-
tion Rate (EIR). Other could wish to support several Classes
of Services, implementing either relative priorities between
classes or enforcing some kind of access control on some
Classes. An operator could also wish to support different
types of services for different markets (e.g. best effort access
for the residential market, but committed bandwidth services
for SME/SOHO market). While IPACT efficiently supports
a best effort service, a more complex strategy is required to
support all these types of services.

In this paper we present a versatile control plane for
EPONs that can be configured to support either a class-

less Best Effort network, or several relative Classes of Ser-
vices, or a mix of committed bandwidth and Best Effort ser-
vices. This control plane includes a framework for enforcing
Service Level Agreements, and fairly sharing available re-
sources. A central element for this control plane is a simple
priority based upstream traffic management policy which is
shown to be able to support several types of broadband ac-
cess service offers. The proposed policy can easily be re-
configured if the service offer evolves over time. For sev-
eral typical scenarios, we identify which features should be
configured and show how our control plane delivers the ex-
pected behavior.

The rest of the article is organized as follow. Section 2
provides some background knowledge on the analytical
analysis of IPACT performance. Section 3 describes our an-
alytical model for computing mean transmission delay in an
EPON operated with IPACT and gated service. Section 4
addresses the impact of heterogeneous users on the PON
and also validates by simulation the approximate analyti-
cal model. Our contribution regarding a control plane for
EPON is given in Sect. 5. Section 6 assesses how the con-
trol plane can be configured to support various access net-
work services. The last section concludes the paper.

2 Background knowledge

The IPACT scheme has been proposed by Kramer et al. in
[11]. IPACT requires the OLT to poll ONUs individually in a
round-robin fashion and to dynamically assign transmission
opportunities. These opportunities are allocated according to
the buffer occupancy status reported by each ONU. IPACT is
based on interleaving polling messages in order to minimize
switchover times.

Several service disciplines, i.e., ways for the OLT to de-
termine the transmission window (TW) size TW i (n) (bytes)
for ONUi in cycle n, have been proposed. This transmis-
sion window TW i (n) (bytes) is computed according to the
window Qi(n − 1) (in bytes) requested in the cycle (n − 1):

• Fixed Service scheme: This scheduling discipline ignores
the requested window size and always grants the maxi-
mum transmission window.

• Gated Service scheme: In this discipline, the OLT al-
ways grants each ONU the amount of bytes that this ONU
requested in the previous cycle:

TW i (n) = Qi(n − 1)

• Limited Service scheme: In this discipline, the OLT
grants the requested number of bytes, but no more than
a maximum threshold TWmax:

TW i (n) = min(Qi(n − 1),TWmax)
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In the present paper, we focus on the Gated Service dis-
cipline, which is more tractable than others due to its simi-
larity with polling systems.

2.1 Mean value analysis for polling systems

Polling systems have been researched for a number of years.
The interested reader can find a comprehensive survey in
[22].

A recent paper [23] proposes a novel approach based on
Mean Value Analysis (MVA) to compute the mean delays
for Exhaustive or Gated polling systems. More specifically,
the authors have derived a set of linear equations for these
delay figures in the case of Exhaustive and Gated Service,
respectively, with the help of the following two basic queue-
ing results: the PASTA property, i.e., Poisson Arrivals See
Time Averages [24] and Little’s Law [13].

The transmission of upstream traffic in EPONs can be
modeled by a polling system: each ONU is cyclically
“served” (i.e. uses the transmission grants) to empty its
queue. However, the results in [23] cannot be directly used.
Indeed, the gated polling service analyzed in [23] differs
from the IPACT gated service. In [23], all packets waiting at
the start of the server’s visit to this queue are served in the
current cycle. In the IPACT EPON system, grants cannot be
used for packets that were not already present in the system
at the end of the previous serving period. This means that
the set of equations used here differs from that in [23].

2.2 Analytical models for EPONs

We now review some recent papers dealing with the Gated
Service policy for EPON. A good performance analysis
study of EPON network is proposed in [19]. The authors ob-
tain results regarding the performance of a gated interleaved
polling system with a two-stage queue.

S. Bhatia et al. in [5] developed a recursive model for the
Gated Service IPACT scheme suggested in [11]. Based on
this recursive model the authors derived closed form expres-
sions for the average queue size at the ONU, for both single-
ONU and multiple-ONU network setups. The authors in [4]
developed an analytical framework to explore the perfor-
mance characteristic of EPONs with a quasi-leaved polling
operation and gated resource allocation policy. The derived
analytical expression by this approach is useful to evaluate
the network performance for memoryless traffic inputs, as
well as to closely estimate the performance of lightly loaded
networks for bursty input traffic profiles.

However, the above references deal only with the sym-
metric case. Recently, the analytical model developed by
B. Lannoo et al. in [12] allows an approximation for the
mean packet delay performance in IPACT Fixed and Gated
Service to be computed in both symmetric and asymmetric
cases.

In this paper, we present a more exact method for com-
puting the mean queue length and the mean queueing de-
lay in an IPACT system with memoryless, symmetric and
asymmetric traffic. We use the MVA approach shown in [23]
for polling systems, by adapting the method to the queu-
ing process specific to a Gated IPACT system, which differs
from the queuing process in a polling system.

3 Analytical model for IPACT

3.1 The queueing model

Consider a polling system with N ≥ 1 queues (which cor-
respond to N ≥ 1 ONUs in PON terminology), indexed
by i = 1,2, . . . ,N , which are served by a single server in
a cyclic manner. Each queue has an infinite buffer. Pack-
ets arrive at all queues according to independent Poisson
processes with rates λi , i = 1,2, . . . ,N . Packets in a queue
are served in the order of their arrival, and packet service
times at queue i are independent, with mean E[Bi] and sec-
ond moment E[B2

i ].
The setup time of queue i is the time taken by the server

to move from queue i to queue i + 1 (i.e. the time inter-
val between the moment when transmission at queue i stops
and the moment when transmission at queue i + 1 starts).
This setup time models the EPON guard time. Its character-
istics are the mean E[Si], and the second moment E[S2

i ].
The mean total setup time E[S] in a cycle is given by

E[S] =
N∑

i=1

E[Si] (1)

The derivation also uses the mean residual service time
and the mean residual setup time for queue i which can be
expressed as follows

E[RBi
] = E[B2

i ]
2E[Bi]

(2)

E[RSi
] = E[S2

i ]
2E[Si] , i = 1,2, . . . ,N

The occupation rate of the system ρi (excluding setup
times) at queue i is defined by ρi = λiE[Bi] and the to-
tal occupation rate ρ is given by ρ = ∑N

i=1 ρi . A necessary
condition for stability of this system is ρ < 1.

For a stationary system, the cycle length C, which is the
time between two successive arrivals of a server at a queue
does not depend on the queue. Its mean value is obviously
the solution to the following equation

E[C] =
N∑

i=1

(
ρiE[C] + E[Si]

) = ρE[C] + E[S] (3)
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which yields E[C] = E[S]
1−ρ

. However, in EPON, the cycle
time cannot become lower than a minimum value which is
defined as the maximum Round Trip Time (RTT) [11] be-
tween the OLT and each ONU. So, we choose to take ac-
count of this constraint by approximating:

E[C] =
{

E[S]
1−ρ

, if E[S]
1−ρ

> RTT

RTT, otherwise
(4)

Let the visit time θi of queue i, i = 1,2, . . . ,N be defined
as the service period of queue i, plus the setup time of queue
i − 1. The mean visit period of queue i is:

E[θi] = ρiE[C] + E[Si−1], i = 1,2, . . . ,N (5)

Define an (i, j)-period θi,j as the sum of j consecutive
visit times starting in queue i, j = 1,2, . . . ,N . The corre-
sponding mean is given by:

E[θi,j ] =
i+j−1∑

k=i

E[θk], i = 1,2, . . . ,N, j = 1,2, . . . ,N

(6)

Notice that in the case j = 1 and j = N , E[θi,j ] is equal
to the mean visit period E[θi] of queue i and the mean cy-
cle length E[C], respectively. The fraction of time qi,j the
system is in (i, j)-period equals:

qi,j = E[θi,j ]
E[C] , i = 1,2, . . . ,N, j = 1,2, . . . ,N (7)

where qi,N equals 1 since E[θi,N ] is equal to the mean
cycle length E[C].

The mean residual (i, j)-period is given by:

E[Rθi,j
] = E[θ2

i,j ]
2E[θi,j ] , i = 1,2, . . . ,N, j = 1,2, . . . ,N

(8)

3.2 Mean value analysis for IPACT

An EPON with gated IPACT DBA behaves as follows: at the
end of a serving period of ONUi , this ONU requests grants
for all queued packets that have not been served. In the next
serving period of ONUi , these packets will be served (Gated
Service).

At any given time during a cycle, in the queue of ONUi ,
there are packets that are to be served in the cycle (the pack-
ets “behind” the gate), and packets that will be served in the
next cycle (the packets “before” the gate).

Let E[L̃i,j ] be the mean queue length before the gate at
queue i at an arbitrary epoch within the visit time of queue j ,
i, j = 1,2, . . . ,N and E[L̄i] be the mean queue length be-
hind the gate during the service time of queue i (keep in

mind that the visit time defined previously differs from the
service time).

When the server is not serving queue i, the queue length
behind the gate equals the number of arrivals during the pre-
vious cycle. Its mean value equals λiE[C].

For all i = 1,2, . . . ,N , the mean queue length before the
gate E[L̃i], and the mean unconditional queue length E(Li)

are given by:

E[L̃i] =
N∑

k=1

qk,1E[L̃i,k] (9)

E[Li] =
N∑

k=1

qk,1E[L̃i,k] + ρiE[L̄i]

+ (1 − ρi)λiE[C] (10)

Let us consider a tagged packet at its arrival at queue
i, i = 1,2, . . . ,N . Based on the PASTA property [24] we
know that this packet sees the system in equilibrium. The
components of the delay for the tagged packet are the fol-
lowing

• the time that elapses between the tagged packet’s arrival
and the time at which the server next leaves queue i; this
is a residual (i + 1,N)-period.

• the time between the server’s departure from queue i and
its next arrival at the same queue; this is a cycle minus the
service time for queue i.

• the time taken to serve all the packets waiting in queue i

before the gate at the tagged packet’s arrival.

This yields the following formula for E[Wi]

E[Wi] = E[Rθi+1,N
] + (1 − ρi)E[C] + E[L̃i]E[Bi] (11)

In combination with Little’s Law [13] E[Li] = λiE[Wi],
we get the following relation

E[Li] = ρiE[L̃i] + λi

(
E[Rθi+1,N

] + (1 − ρi)E[C]) (12)

Substituting E[Li] from (10) in (12), we get

(1 − ρi)

N∑

k=1

qk,1E[L̃i,k] + ρiE[L̄i] = λiE[Rθi+1,N
] (13)

When the server finishes serving queue i and moves to-
ward queue i + 1, the number of packets before the gate
at queue i is 0 as all packets are moved behind the gate.
So, the mean length of queue i before the gate at an ar-
bitrary epoch of the visit time of queue i + 1 equals the
number of arrival during the visit time of queue i + 1:
E[L̃i,i+1] = λiE[Rθi+1,1]. We can also compute the num-
ber of packets “before” the gate at queue i for an arbitrary
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moment within an (i + 1, j)-period, which is equal to the
number of arrivals during an (i + 1, j)-period.

i+j∑

k=i+1

qk,1

qi+1,j

E[L̃i,k] = λiE[Rθi+1,j
], i, j = 1,2, . . . ,N

(14)

Now, we see that (13) and (14) give us N(N + 1) equations
for E[L̃i,j ], E[L̄i], and E[Rθi,j

]. In order to eliminate the
unknown mean residual (i, j)-period E[Rθi,j

], we will ex-
press E[Rθi,j

] in terms of E[L̄i].

E[Rθi,1] = E[Si−1]
E[θi]

(
E[RSi−1] + ρiE[C])

+ ρiE[C]
E[θi]

(
E[L̄i]E[Bi] + E[RBi

])

i = 1,2, . . . ,N (15)

E[Rθi,2] = qi,1

qi,2

(
E[Rθi,1] + qi+1,1E[C])

+
(

1 − qi,1

qi,2

)
E[Rθi+1,1], i = 1,2, . . . ,N

(16)

E[Rθi,j
] = qi,1

qi,j

(
E[Rθi,1] +

i+j−1∑

k=i+1

qk,1E[C]
)

+
(

1 − qi,1

qi,j

)
E[Rθi+1,j−1] (17)

We focus first on computing the value of E[Rθi,1]. Here,
E[Rθi,1] equals the sum of a residual setup time and a ser-

vice time of queue i with probability E[Si−1]
E[θi ] (the probability

that the server is in the setup period), while with probability
ρiE[C]
E[θi ] the server is serving a packet at queue i, so E[Rθi,1]

equals, with probability ρiE[C]
E[θi ] , the sum of the service time

of E[L̄i] packets and the residual service time of the cur-
rently serviced packet. Consequently, the value of E[Rθi,1]
is computed as shown in (15).

In the case of an (i,2)-period, E[Rθi,2] equals E[Rθi+1,1 ]
with probability (1 − qi,1

qi,2
) (i.e. the probability that the server

is in the visit time of queue i + 1), while with probability
qi,1
qi,2

this residual period E[Rθi,2] equals the sum of E[Rθi,1]
and a visit time of queue i + 1. Consequently, the value of
E[Rθi,2] is computed as shown in (16).

Finally, for general, E[Rθi,j
] is computed similarly as

shown in (17) for i = 1,2, . . . ,N & j = 2,3, . . . ,N . The
elimination of E[Rθi,j

] in (13) and (14) with the help of (17)
yields a set of N(N + 1) linear equations for equally many
unknown E[L̃i,j ] and E[L̄i]. Consequently, we can obtain
the mean queue length E[Li] from E[L̃i,j ] and E[L̄i], and
we can also obtain the mean packet delay E[Wi] with the
help of Little’s Law [13].

3.3 Discussion of the results

Note that the method described previously is exact in the
sense that it does not assume light load or heavy load situ-
ations like the method presented in [12] which has to rely
on this type of assumption. This allows us to claim that our
method is more exact than that in [12] since it applies to any
load situations. However, we point out that our method is
still approximate since (4) is used to compute the mean cy-
cle time duration which cannot be smaller than an RTT in an
EPON [11].

Moreover, our method applies only to Poisson Arrivals,
which is not a realistic assumption for access networks,
where traffic is probably very bursty. However, as we show
in the next section, it allows to point out a major defect in
IPACT with gated service scheme, i.e. its lack of support in
isolating one customer from the others.

4 Performance of IPACT with gated service

In the following, we investigate the general case of a non ho-
mogeneous case, in which the ONUs offer different amounts
of traffic. We consider an EPON with gated IPACT with
N = 16 ONUs. The rate of the upstream channel is 1 Gbps,
the maximum RTT between OLT and ONU is 160 µs and
the setup time (guard time) is 2 µs.

We first consider the case where several ONUs send
much more traffic than the others; this could represent e.g.
misbehaving ONUs, sending more traffic than expected. We
thus assume that regular ONUs have the same arrival rate
50 Mbps and 4 overloaded ONUs have a higher arrival
rate, varying from 50 to 90 Mbps. Thus, the global load
for the EPON varies from 0.8 to 0.96. Figure 1 shows the
mean number of waiting packets in both overloaded ONUs
and regular ONUs versus arrival rate of overloaded ONUs.
Figure 2 illustrates the mean packet delays for overloaded
ONUs and regular ONUs in this case. Those figures compare
the results obtained by simulation and theoretical analysis.
The simulation experiments were performed using Network
Simulator NS-2 [18].

These figures show the accuracy of the proposed analyti-
cal derivation for the mean queue size and the mean waiting
time. In these figures, and in all cases analyzed so far, the
approximate values obtained by our MVA approach slightly
underevaluates the exact values.

One could think, looking at Fig. 1, that the performance
in terms of mean waiting time for overloaded ONUs is worse
than the one for regular ONUs. However, Fig. 2 shows that
this is not the case: overloaded ONUs and regular ONUs
experience the same mean packet delay performance which
increases with the overloaded ONUs offered load. This is
because, as noted in [12], the mean waiting time is tightly
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Fig. 1 Impact of overload over
mean queue lengths

Fig. 2 Impact of overload over
mean packet delays

related to the mean cycle time, which is obviously the same
for both regular and overloaded ONUs.

In order to further illustrate the impact of traffic hetero-
geneity on system’s performance, we now consider the case
where the total network load is kept constant while the pro-
portion of overloaded ONUs vary. We split the 16 ONUs
into two sets; in the first set of n1 ONUs, the arrival rate
is λ1 while in the second set of n2 ONUs, the arrival rate
is λ2 (λ1 > λ2). The total offered load n1λ1 + n2λ2 is con-
stant and equals 800 Mbps. For each pair (n1, λ1), Figs. 3
and 4 respectively show the mean queue length of one ONU
in the first set (overloaded ONU) and the mean packet de-
lay for this ONU (actually, the mean packet delay does not
depend on whether the ONU is overloaded or underloaded).
Figure 4 shows clearly that the mean queueing delay (which
takes the constant value 0.34 ms in this experiment) depends
only on the total offered load, and not on the load offered by
the tagged ONU.

This raises a serious issue for the access network opera-
tor: unless all ONUs send the traffic that is expected by the

operator and that is e.g. specified in an appropriate Service
Level Agreement (SLA), the network operator cannot en-
sure even as simple a performance metric as the mean wait-
ing time. Indeed, a single, misbehaving ONU can monopo-
lize the uplink capacity and degrade the QoS of the whole
system. In other words, the network operator cannot isolate
the customers from one another, which is a major problem
in any access network.

This is why mechanisms that can efficiently serve ONUs,
such as IPACT, but can also differentiate between commit-
ted traffic and best effort traffic, are needed. We address this
requirement in the next section.

5 Control plane architecture for EPONs

The objective of this section is to propose a generic traffic
management policy for EPONs that can isolate customers
from one another, enforce traffic profiles dictated by SLAs
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Fig. 3 Mean queue length in an
overloaded ONU versus (n1, λ1)

Fig. 4 Mean packet queueing
delay versus (n1, λ1)

while efficiently distribute excess resources to Best Effort
Traffic.

The control plane implements many functions. Some of
them are related to Operation Administration and Mainte-
nance (OAM) procedures that are used to initialize the PON,
to insert new ONUs, to provide synchronization in the sys-
tem, etc. The present paper does not address these issues but
concentrates on the traffic management functions addressed
by the control plane. These include:

Connection Acceptance Control (CAC) that accepts or
rejects the establishment of a new connection;

Conformance Checking that consists in enforcing the traf-
fic description negotiated in SLAs;

QoS Control that dynamically allocates resources in such
a way that the QoS levels negotiated in the SLAs are deliv-
ered and the non committed resources are fairly shared.

The configuration of the EPON scheduling policy (i.e. DBA
and intra-ONU scheduling) is thus obviously part of the con-
trol plane of EPONs.

In the following, we first present a brief review of the var-
ious proposals for supporting multiservice in EPONs. We
then propose a comprehensive traffic management policy
that shall be shown, in the remained or the paper, to support
versatile implementations of the above traffic management
functions.

5.1 State of the art in resource management in EPON

This section presents a brief review of upstream resource
management in EPONs.

The Multi-Point Control Protocol (MPCP) is developed
to facilitate the dynamic bandwidth allocation of transmis-
sion opportunities [8]. This protocol provides a tool for
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exchanging requests and grants between the OLT and the
ONUs. MPCP uses two control messages (GATE and RE-
PORT) for coordinating upstream data transmission.

The GATE message is used to grant Transmission Win-
dows (TW) to ONUs. We assume here that, in a REPORT
message, an ONU indicates the exact number of bytes wait-
ing in each queue.

The EPON standards do not specify any specific algo-
rithm for bandwidth allocation; in the following, we review
the major approaches proposed in the recent past.

The most well known DBA is called Interleaved Polling
with Adaptive Cycle Time (IPACT) [11]. IPACT, in its usual
Limited Service (LS) implementation, answers directly to
each received REPORT by assigning the required transmis-
sion slots in the limit of a given predetermined maximum.
This discipline has been shown to provide good performance
in terms of packet delay and throughput for a single traffic
class.

An ideal DBA should not only efficiently allocate re-
sources between users, but should also deliver the QoS lev-
els requested by different services. A large variety of QoS-
enabled DBA mechanisms have been proposed in this field.

In [3], the authors propose a DBA scheme in which ONU
nodes are partitioned into two groups, “underloaded” and
“overloaded”, according to their minimum guaranteed trans-
mission window sizes. In that scheme, the bandwidth saved
from the underloaded group is proportionally re-allocated to
overloaded ONUs. The authors here use priority queueing
and intra-ONU queue scheduling to provide differentiated
service for each class. This scheme is shown to fairly distrib-
utes the excessive bandwidth among highly loaded ONUs.
However, the OLT still only supports a single traffic class.

Reference [14] proposes a bandwidth guaranteed polling
protocol, which allows the upstream bandwidth to be shared
based on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between each
ONU and the operator. This protocol is able to provide a
bandwidth guarantee for premium ONUs based on SLAs
while providing Best-Effort service to other ONUs. How-
ever, in this model, an ONU is unable to request different
QoS services for different traffic streams.

In [10], the authors propose IPACT-LS-QoS DBA in
which every ONU maintains a separate queue for each
class of service in its buffer but addresses only “global” re-
quests to the OLT. The OLT then issues “global” grants to
each ONU and each ONU uses priority-based intra-ONU
scheduling to determine the order in which its queues are
processed. The OLT can then neither favour demands for
high priority class traffic, nor control how the ONU shares
its grants between classes. Therefore, the mechanisms pro-
posed in [10] cannot provide bandwidth guarantees for traf-
fic flows specified by SLAs.

Authors in [2, 21] proposed “per class subframing” ap-
proach to allocate the bandwidth. This approach consists of

separating the transmission of high priority and low prior-
ity packets into two sub-cycles. By protecting high prior-
ity traffic in a separate and fixed sub-cycle, its delay jitter
performance is improved. However, “per class subframing”
schemes consume upstream bandwidth since each ONU
transmits multiple times during each polling cycle, degrad-
ing the efficiency by increasing the amount of “guard times”.

Authors in [6] also propose a DBA using cyclic polling
scheme in order to support DiffServ. Expedited Forwarding
(EF) traffic is allocated a guaranteed amount of bandwidth
regardless of the number of packets waiting in the queue,
while Assured Forwarding (AF) traffic is allocated band-
width as per their proportion in the total demand. This DBA
precludes however AF traffic to take advantage of inactive
EF sources. Moreover [6] does not relate EF and AF classes
to typical traffic classes.

None of the reviewed traffic management policies are
versatile enough to support either an efficient Best Effort
service, or a service taking into account strict SLAs or QoS
sensitive services.

5.2 Connection Acceptance Control in EPONs

A CAC is applied in order to enable the operator to accept or
refuse a new traffic flow. This is the case for many commu-
nication services (Voice or Conference) and video services
(IPTV or VoD).

A recent paper [7] proposes a CAC framework for
EPONs, that is distributed between a local CAC, performed
by the ONU and a global CAC that is under the control
of the OLT. However, CAC is a global issue for a network
operator and it cannot rely on local, uncoordinated, deci-
sions taken in every portion of the network. We thus prefer
to delegate the complete CAC procedure to the OLT. More
precisely, we assume that the EPON does not implement the
CAC, but enforces CAC decisions taken by the network op-
erator. This is because the EPON standard does not support
a connection oriented transfer mode: no MAC primitives
have been defined for implementing connection SETUP re-
quests, connection CONNECTs, nor to terminate connec-
tions in EPONs. Apparently, this point has been overlooked
in [7].

In our framework, the characteristics of the EPON ac-
cess should be taken into account by the operator because
it may constitute a traffic bottleneck, and also because the
end-to-end QoS delivered to the flow depends on the QoS
delivered by the EPON. Moreover, the CAC also has a di-
rect impact on other traffic control functions: Conformance
Control should be aware of the amount of resources commit-
ted by the network operator, and QoS control should deliver
the committed QoS to any accepted flow.

Therefore, we assume that a CAC function directly in-
teracts with the OLT, so that the latter can enforce dynamic
traffic conformance decisions and control the QoS offered to
various traffic flows.
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5.3 Definition of service classes

The usual multiservice approach in Ethernet networking is
to classify packets into a limited number of traffic classes,
and to apply a strict priority scheduling on packets from dif-
ferent classes. Our approach relies on the packet marking
method provided by Ethernet [1], but for the sake of sim-
plicity, takes account of only 3 classes:

Real-time Committed Bandwidth T0 is designed to sup-
port interactive real-time applications that require a guar-
anteed bandwidth, low delay and low jitter.

Data Committed Bandwidth T1 is dedicated to non-inter-
active guaranteed bandwidth applications that are less de-
lay and jitter-sensitive.

Best Effort T2 refers to data that can be sent at the leisure
of the system. A major difference between CB and BE traf-
fic is that CB traffic is characterized by a traffic profile
specified in a SLA and expects its QoS requirements to
be fulfilled as long as the offered traffic complies with the
negotiated traffic profiles. On the other hand, there are no
BE traffic profiles and BE traffic cannot request QoS com-
mitments.

For illustration purposes, we consider in the present paper
the following target values for maximum packet delay: 3 ms
for T0 traffic and 30 ms for T1 traffic. However, note that
both the proposed DBA and/or the Connection Admission
Control (CAC) allow to consider different values.

In the following, we evaluate the performance delivered
to QoS classes by computing the upper quintile of the packet
delay (called maximum packet delay in the remainder of the
paper). Indeed, both delay and jitter performances have to
characterize the “maximum values”, and not the average val-
ues taken by delay and jitter. However, absolute maxima are
not good performance indicators since they directly depend
on the duration of the measurement period, which is why we
introduce quintiles. We define the delay constraint by upper
bounding a p-percentile of its distribution. Let Dmax be the
upper bound for packet delay, relevant for T0, T1. Given the
delay value D of the p-percentile, the probability that the
delay is larger than D is at most (1 − p).

5.4 Implementing conformance control and QoS control

We now describe an EPON control plane framework, based
on a DBA with Traffic Conformance Mechanism (DBA-
TCM), which includes a DBA for implementing QoS dif-
ferentiation and a conformance checking mechanism for en-
forcing negotiated SLAs.

The DBA-TCM has the following characteristics:

• it forces ONUs to comply with their negotiated SLAs
by checking traffic conformance: the OLT filters the de-
mands and takes account of a virtual policing scheme

when computing the amounts of grants to be sent to the
ONUs.

• it allows variable length polling cycles while enforcing an
upper bound on the maximum polling cycle length Tmax.

• it is priority based at the inter-ONU level, i.e. DBA-TCM
serves each class successively and attempts to satisfy all
the demands from one class before allocating transmis-
sion opportunities to a lower class.

• it directly controls ONU scheduling through the OLT, i.e.
each ONU applies exactly the allocated per-class grants
as specified in the GATE message.

A short description of DBA-TCM is given below in order
to clarify its role in the proposed control plane for EPON;
more details are available in [17].

5.4.1 Traffic Conformance Checking Mechanism

The basic idea of our mechanism is fairly simple: instead
of implementing a policing mechanism (such as a Token
Bucket filter) for upstream traffic at the OLT, the OLT fil-
ters the demands carried in REPORT messages and takes ac-
count of a virtual policing scheme when computing the num-
ber of grants to be sent to the ONU. Checking conformance
within the DBA does not preclude implementing an active
policing mechanism within the OLT e.g. to check that packet
marking is performed according to the allocated grants when
upstream traffic reaches the OLT. The advantage of merging
conformance control with the DBA instead of implement-
ing it in the ONU is the following: if the ONU filtered its
demands, and requested grants only for conforming traf-
fic, the OLT could not take advantage of unused transmis-
sion opportunities in order to satisfy excess requests. On the
other hand, a centralized conformance control plus DBA al-
gorithm can optimize grant allocation for CB traffic, excess
(non-conforming) traffic and BE traffic according to a policy
specified by the network operator.

Figure 5 shows, for illustration purposes, a simplified ver-
sion of our proposed architecture for a conformance check-
ing DBA that includes a Traffic Conformance Mechanism
(TCM) that checks the conformance of requests carried in
the REPORT messages.

For ONUi , the TCM controls the T0 traffic flow by means
of tokens which are generated at the rate of ri tokens per sec-
ond. The tokens are stored in a bucket of finite size bi . A pair
of values (ri , bi ) represents a profile for T0 traffic. Before
reaching the DBA algorithm module in Fig. 5, a high prior-
ity request R

T0
i (in bytes) has to find an equivalent number

of tokens (in bytes) in the bucket in order to be considered
as conforming.

R
T0
i =

{
R

T0
i if R

T0
i < di(t)

di(t) otherwise
(18)
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Fig. 5 Proposed architecture
for the conformance checking
DBA

The number of available tokens di(t) in bucket i is then
decremented by G

T0
i , which corresponds to the grant band-

width allocated for the ith ONU after transmission opportu-
nities are computed by the OLT.

A similar conformance process is also implemented for
T1 traffic. When some demands are in excess of the negoti-
ated traffic profile, the OLT could take one or more actions
(marking, buffering or discarding) depending on the traffic
management strategy desired by the network operator.

5.4.2 Dynamic Bandwidth Assignment

Conforming T0, T1 demands are now used for DBA com-
putation. We consider an EPON with N ONUs and assume
that the link capacity is C Mbps. We denote the maximum
polling cycle in bytes and in seconds by Bmax and T max re-
spectively. We also denote the maximum amount of band-
width (in bytes) B lim

i offered to a given ONUi in the case
where all ONUs are heavily loaded. Based on ONUi ’s ne-
gotiated traffic profile, B lim

i can be computed as follows:

B lim
i = (T max − Ntg)C

8
wi, with

N∑

i=1

wi = 1 (19)

where tg is the inter-ONU guard time and wi is the weight of
the ith ONU according to its SLA (for example the ratio of
the bandwidth committed to this ONU to the total amount
of committed bandwidth). Note that wi takes into account
reservations for both T0 and T1 traffic. With the above equa-
tion, we note that B lim

i varies depending on the negotiated
SLAs. B lim

i is NOT an upper limit on the amount of re-
sources allocated per cycle time to ONUi . In some cases, if
some ONUs are not very active, ONUi can get larger trans-
mission opportunities than B lim

i . However, if all ONUs are
sufficiently active, B lim

i is the effective limit which enforces
the upper bound to the cycle time.

DBA-TCM algorithm serves each class successively and
attempts to satisfy all the conforming demands from one

Table 1 Mean delay performance for different policies

Overload ONU load 50 Mbps 80 Mbps 85 Mbps 90 Mbps

Overload ONU-LS 0.34 ms 0.58 ms 1.49 ms 6.98 ms

Regular ONU-LS 0.34 ms 0.58 ms 0.96 ms 0.98 ms

Overload ONU-GS 0.34 ms 0.58 ms 1.2 ms 2.13 ms

Regular ONU-GS 0.34 ms 0.58 ms 1.2 ms 2.13 ms

Regular ONU-TCM 0.34 ms 0.34 ms 0.36 ms 0.35 ms

Regular ONU arrival rate = 50 Mbps

class before allocating transmission opportunities to a lower
class.

Once a ONU receives the GATE message, it performs
the intra-ONU policy. As argued previously, we assume here
that each ONU applies exactly the allocated per-class grants.
In particular, frames that arrived after the previous request
cannot be served within the current cycle.

In order to illustrate the behavior of DBA-TCM, we com-
pare the mean delay performance results of the scenario al-
ready considered in Fig. 2 using IPACT with Limited Ser-
vice scheme (LS), IPACT with Gated Service scheme (GS),
and DBA-TCM. In LS, the maximum cycle time can be up-
per bounded thanks to the definition of TWmax (see Sect. 2).
This partly prevents a malicious users from monopolizing
the uplink capacity and from degrading the QoS of all traffic.
DBA-TCM also ensures that an ONU is not allowed more
grants than specified in its SLA [17].

In Table 1, the results for LS and DBA-TCM cases are
obtained by simulation, while the results for GS are obtained
by the model developed in Sect. 3. We assume that TWmax =
7500 bytes (which results in a maximum cycle time value of
1.0 ms) [11] and that an arrival rate of 50 Mbps is specified
in the SLA for each regular ONU (called conforming ONU
in [17]).

As shown in Table 1, both regular and overloaded ONUs
experience a large waiting time for GS, whereas LS limits
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the queueing time for regular ONUs when the overload in-
creases: the mean waiting times for regular and overloaded
ONUS differ when the overloaded ONUs send 85 Mbps or
more, but not when they send 80 Mbps or less. DBA-TCM
policy offers a better protection to regular ONUs, as the
mean waiting time for a regular ONU does not depend on the
overloaded ONUs behavior. On the other hand, the perfor-
mance delivered to the overloaded ONUs is very degraded
since the system only accepts 50 Mbps for each ONU. This
is why no value is presented for the overloaded ONUs, since
their queue is in a transient state (increase).

The simple experiment described in Table 1 justifies a
more thorough investigation of the capabilities offered by
DBA-TCM. This is done in the next section.

6 Supporting Various Traffic Offers

In this section, we assess how the control plane can be con-
figured to support various offers or access network services,
and the performance of this support.

6.1 Simulating EPON traffic management

The simulated network architecture and the various traffic
types that are considered in the following analysis are now
specified. The simulation platform used for this work has
been developed using Network Simulator (ns2) and is de-
scribed in [18].

We consider an EPON system with 16 ONUs, and a total
uplink bandwidth C of 1 Gbps. The maximum cycle time
Tmax is set to 1.5 ms and the guard time tg between 2 con-
secutive ONU transmissions is 4 µs.

In our experiments, T0 and T1 traffic are simulated as
VBR, “exponential ON-OFF models” (using the ns2 termi-
nology). The mean rate (respectively the peak rate) is de-
noted Ra (respectively Rp). Class T2 is modeled as best-
effort traffic which is generated following a Pareto distribu-
tion or simply as a greedy (i.e. always active) FTP source.
Each ONU may have different traffic profiles specifying T0

and T1 traffic flows. Depending on the scenario, T2 traffic
is modeled either as a Pareto source, or as a greedy FTP
source.

For each simulated point, we simulated more than 106

packets and estimated the upper quintile of the packet delay
with (1 − p) equals 10−3.

6.2 A single class, best effort service offer

We first investigate the case where the operator wishes to
support only a classless, Best Effort service. This offer is
the most common one in the residential market. For the op-
erator, the issue is twofold: first ensure that users are fairly

Fig. 6 Asymmetric case: maximum packet delay for Best Effort traffic

served (e.g. avoid that one group of users starves another
group), and secondly ensure that resources are efficiently
used (e.g. serve as much users demands as possible).

The configuration of DBA-TCM is simple in this case:
each ONU is allocated an equal share of available capac-
ity that is slightly smaller than C/O (O is the number of
ONUs) in order to account for transmission overhead; we
assume here that the OLT allocates 60.0 Mbps to each of
the 16 ONU. All traffic is handled as T1 traffic with a traf-
fic profile described as a Leaky Bucket with the configured
rate and a 0 Burst tolerance. Moreover, Conformance Con-
trol is activated; the grant allocation process takes account
of conformance, but may allocate grants to non-conforming
packets. Neither conforming nor non-conforming packets
are marked.

We compare below the performance delivered by an
EPON using static Time Division Multiplexing (TDMA),
IPACT-LS-QoS (which behaves here as IPACT-LS) and our
proposed scheme DBA-TCM.

In the scenario illustrated in Fig. 6, we consider un-
balanced traffic offers, and wish to assess whether heav-
ily loaded ONUs can use unallocated resources without de-
grading the performance offered to lightly loaded ONUs.
We consider 8 lightly loaded ONUs (Ra = 25 Mbps, Rp =
70 Mbps) and a varying number of heavily loaded ONUs
(Ra = 60 Mbps, Rp = 120 Mbps). Figure 2 shows the maxi-
mum packet delay performance for the two types of sources,
versus the number of active heavily loaded ONUs.

The performance delivered by TDMA for heavily loaded
sources is not shown on Fig. 6 because it is very bad
(500 ms). TDMA behaves badly compared to the 2 dy-
namic DBAs for both heavily and lightly loaded sources.
IPACT-LS-QoS and DBA-TCM behave similarly for lightly
and heavily loaded sources; both protect lightly loaded
sources, and efficiently share resources amongst heavily
loaded sources. Furthermore, Fig. 2 also shows that DBA-
TCM behaves significantly better towards heavily loaded
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sources than IPACT-LS-QoS when the number of heavily
loaded sources is large. This is because IPACT-LS-QoS ap-
plies an Inter-Leaved Polling scheme in which the OLT does
not have a global view of all traffic demands when comput-
ing transmission opportunities; the OLT has then to blindly
limit the number of bytes allocated to one ONU in each cy-
cle, irrespective of the activity of the other ONUs. On the
other hand, DBA-TCM allows the OLT to perform band-
width allocation based on the global traffic bandwidth and
thus take more intelligent decisions, allowing the heavily
loaded sources to take advantage of unused resources.

This example has demonstrated the usefulness of imple-
menting a dynamic DBA; moreover, DBA-TCM is shown
to behave always better than the well known IPACT, with
very little configuration effort. Although we have chosen
here to identically configure all ONUs, it is possible with
DBA-TCM to allocate different level of resources to differ-
ent types of stations, while allowing heavily loaded sources
to take advantage of available resources, whatever is their
configured resource level. This is a distinct advantage over
IPACT-based mechanisms.

6.3 A multiclass service offer with committed bandwidth

We have previously shown the limits of a classless service
offer, which does not support stringent delay performance
when the EPON is heavily loaded. This is why some oper-
ators choose to offer multiservice support. For illustration
purposes, we assume that all 3 classes described in Sect. 3.2
are supported.

If multiple traffic classes are supported, traffic profiles
should be negotiated for each class with committed QoS,
since only relative QoS can be supported otherwise. For rel-
ative QoS offers, a high priority class receives better QoS
than a low priority class, but only global QoS levels can be
guaranteed, since each ONU is de facto allowed to send only
high priority traffic!

For a Multiclass Service Offer, the operator should be
able to ensure that each class receives the negotiated QoS
levels (delay performance for T0 traffic are more stringent
than for T1 traffic).

The configuration of DBA-TCM in case of multiservice
offer is as follows: each ONU is allocated a share of avail-
able capacity computed according to its SLA. In each ONU,
each traffic class has its own traffic profile (and possibly dy-
namically modified depending on CAC decisions). We as-
sume that each traffic profile is known by the OLT. Traffic
Conformance Control is activated.

We wish to assess and compare the QoS supports offered
by DBA-TCM and IPAC-LS-QoS. We investigate a scenario
where some ONUs require Committed Bandwidth services
while others require only a “Best Effort” access. This sce-
nario could represent an EPON supporting both residential

Fig. 7 Maximum packet delay for T0 traffic in a multiservice scenario

Fig. 8 Maximum packet delay for T1 traffic in a multiservice scenario

and SOHO/SME customers; it also corresponds to a sce-
nario where only part of the ONUs request committed band-
width services at a given time. In a first set of 6 ONUs, each
ONU send T0 traffic at an average rate of 20 Mbps and T1

traffic at an average rate of 40 Mbps. The 10 ONUs in the
second set send only T2 (BE) traffic. Figures 7 and 8 show
the maximum packet delay performance for T0 and T1 traffic
respectively versus the load offered by T2 traffic. The QoS
delivered to T2 is not shown since it is actually very bad (but
there is no actual commitment on it).

A first comment on Figs. 7 and 8 is that both IPACT-
LS-QoS and DBA-TCM offer different levels of QoS to T0

and T1 traffics. However, their respective reaction to the in-
crease in T2 traffic load significantly differ. For DBA-TCM,
the QoS delivered to T0 and T1 traffics is not impacted by
a large T2 traffic load. This is because in DBA-TCM, the
OLT, knowing all demands, first attempts to satisfy T0 traf-
fic demands, then T1 traffic demands and lastly T2 traffic if
there are some remaining resources. The curves for DBA-
TCM indeed become flat (i.e. the delay performance is not
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Fig. 9 Total T2 throughput in a multiservice scenario

degraded) for T2 traffic load of (roughly) 0.4 because then,
the frame size is systematically limited to 1.5 ms. This is not
the case for IPACT-LS-QoS which cannot efficiently protect
CB traffic from T2 traffic: the delay performance delivered
to T0 traffic is as bad as 8 ms, which is much too large for
real time service.

We observe on Fig. 7 (respectively Fig. 8) that the tar-
get delay value for T0 (respectively T1) traffic is enforced
by DBA-TCM. Moreover, Fig. 9 shows that DBA-TCM al-
lows BE traffic to use the available bandwidth with a good
efficiency.

A detailed analysis of the behavior of DBA-TCM, and its
multiservice support is presented in [16].

As shown by the above examples, DBA-TCM can be eas-
ily configured to support different types of service offers.
The complete control of upstream traffic management is as-
sured by the OLT which allows designing simple ONUs; in
particular, there is no configuration to carry out in ONUs,
since conformance is enforced in the OLT only. If a cus-
tomer wishes to change its current SLA, no operation has
to be performed on the ONU, but only on the conformance
parameters in the OLT.

6.4 Admission control for EPON systems

The goal of this section is to discuss the relationship be-
tween CAC and traffic management in the EPON. A huge
literature addresses the design of CAC in broadband net-
works using Point-to-Point links. A good overview of the
major approaches is given in [20]. Although a discussion of
the pros and cons of CAC approaches is outside the scope of
the present paper, we shall consider here a CAC designed to
deliver statistical and not absolute QoS guarantees, because
delivering absolute guarantees leads to a severe underutiliza-
tion of resources.

For illustration purposes, we consider homogeneous, in-
dependent ON-OFF sources with exponential ON and OFF

Fig. 10 Maximum packet delay for Real-time Committed Bandwidth;
Point-to-Point versus PON

Fig. 11 Packet delay for Data Committed Bandwidth; Point-to-Point
versus PON

distribution and with Peak Rate Rp = 10 Mbps. The num-
ber of active sources at time t is obviously a continuous time
Markov Chain.

We consider that the system is “congested” when M

(here, M = 100) or more sources are in the ON state. Let
ε be a target upper value for the congestion probability.
A small target value for ε (i.e. smaller than 0.01) is applied
for T0 traffic, and a larger value for ε (i.e. between 0.05 and
0.3) is accepted for T1 traffic. This is admittedly rather naive,
but it conveniently models the fact that for T0 traffic, there
should be minimal queuing whereas T1 traffic is allowed to
queue in the system.

Let us then consider the following CAC for homogeneous
sources: the number of admissible sources is the maximum
N for which the congestion probability is smaller than ε.

In the following, we consider scenarios with a single
class of traffic (either T0 or T1). Figures 10 and 11 com-
pare the delay performance versus target congestion rate
achieved respectively by Point-to-Point and EPON systems.
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Figure 10 considers T0 traffic (ε is smaller than 0.01). We
consider 2 cases, corresponding to different ON-OFF period
durations. We see that the delay performance achieved by
the Point-to-Point system is excellent and not sensitive to
ε, regardless of the ON-OFF period duration. This is how-
ever NOT the case for the EPON system: the performance
is significantly worse and degrades when ε increases, and it
also depends on the ON-OFF period duration. This is due
to the impact of polling: although the cycle time is limited,
all traffic has to wait at least a cycle time, and more if there
is significant buffering in the ONUs. This is why the delay
performance can be as bad as 3.5 ms (a bit more than twice
the maximum cycle time) for ε = 0.01. We see that, in order
to limit the packet delay of T0 traffic to 3 ms in the present
case, the congestion rate should be limited to less than 0.005.
This implies that designing a CAC for T0 traffic in an EPON
is not straightforward, since it is necessary to explicitly take
account of the polling behavior.

On the other hand, what we observe in Fig. 11 shows that
the delay performances for both Point-to-Point and EPON
systems are very similar. Indeed, the impact of the polling
delay is negligible compared to the queueing time in the
ONU. The practical consequence is that any classical CAC
designed for a Point-to-Point system is likely to directly ap-
ply to an equivalent PON access.

Figure 10 also shows both the average and the quintile
for the delay distribution. In this particular case, the upper
quintile is roughly twice as large as the average delay. This
highlights the fact that the delay performance should be an-
alyzed in terms of quintile and not in terms of average delay
as in [7].

7 Conclusion

This paper addresses the issue of delivering QoS in EPON
based access networks. In order to assess the QoS delivered
by the well known benchmark IPACT with Gated Service,
we have derived a MVA based method for computing the
mean waiting time and the mean queue length in an EPON
with gated IPACT, under the assumption of Poisson arrivals.
As shown by comparing analytical results with simulation
results, this method is indeed very accurate. We have used
the MVA method to investigate the impact of offered traffic
heterogeneity on the delivered performance.

We have shown that, although the mean queue lengths
depend on individual offered load, the mean waiting time is
only sensitive to the global offered load. This has a signifi-
cant impact since it means that a single misbehaving ONU
may induce global performance degradations in the EPON.
This argues in favour of modifying the Gated policy, either
by simply limiting the maximum amount of traffic granted
to an ONU in a cycle (Limited Service policy), or by using a

DBA that computes grants according to a traffic control pol-
icy that protects conforming ONUs from overloaded ONUs.

This paper further shows how a simple priority based
DBA with a Traffic Conformance checking Module (DBA-
TCM) is a major building block for an EPON control plane,
that can be configured to support both a simple best effort
access service offer and a multiclass service offered with
tight QoS guarantees.

In the recent past, several authors advocate in favour
of de-centralizing traffic management procedures by giving
more autonomy to ONUs. The present approach does not
follow this trend, in order to keep ONU design as simple as
possible and to delegate all major decisions to the OLT. The
OLT is indeed clearly under the control of the network op-
erator, whereas ONUs, as DSL or cable modems, are distant
and less easily managed.

Although DBA-TCM is fairly simple in its principles,
this paper shows that it easily supports different service of-
fers, and is capable of delivering Committed Bandwidth ser-
vices with stringent QoS guarantees whereas the well known
IPACT-LS-QoS (IPACT with limited Service and QoS sup-
port) is slightly less efficient and cannot support stringent
QoS guarantees. A previous paper [17] has shown that DBA-
TCM can protect users who comply with a negotiated traf-
fic profile from non conforming traffic, or from Best Effort
Traffic that is not controlled by a traffic profile. Two of the
main functions of a control plane (conformance checking
and QoS control) are thus fulfilled by DBA-TCM.

The paper also addresses the important problem of the
integration of CAC into an EPON control plane. DBA-TCM
in itself does not implement a CAC procedure because the
MAC for EPON does not support the necessary mecha-
nisms. However, any CAC implemented in the network node
where the OLT is located can directly interact with DBA-
TCM through the OLT (e.g. by dynamically modifying the
traffic profiles associated to an ONU). The present paper
argues that while any CAC designed for Committed Band-
width services with no stringent delay requirements can be
directly used for EPONs, this is not the case for services
with stringent delay requirements. In this particular case,
the polling procedures adds a delay which can be as large
as several ms. It is thus necessary to be more stringent with
EPONs than with a classical Point-to-Point access architec-
ture.
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